
 
 
Case Study 1 
 
Formula One 
 
Having been contacted by one Formula One team earlier this year, we were 
gratified to have been contacted by a second team later in the year. Although 
both teams had very different enquiries, both teams did require a dedicated 
approach for each solution. Working closely with their respective design 
engineers, whilst recognizing the boundaries of the individual NDA’s, progress 
was made resulting in both Teflon® and Xylan® coatings being employed. 
 
By evaluating each enquiry very carefully, solutions were arrived at within the 
time constraints of each team. A number of meetings were held over a period 
of time at each team headquarters, and a positive working relationship has 
been established and developed with the respective senior engineers within 
their appropriate engineering discipline. 
 
Cade Study 2 
 
Medical 
 
The importance of medical equipment cannot be under estimated, therefore, 
we at PTFE Applied Coatings took great pride in working with a high profile 
medical equipment manufacturer to resolve some technical issues with a key 
set of parts. The equipment required a particular solution to prevent corrosion 
to machined parts designed and manufactured to a very high standard. The 
answer was found within the Xylan® range of materials. 
 
The problem facing the customer was two fold, not only the corrosion but also 
included the importance of production quantities and maintaining the build 
quality. As part of the strategy within our company, we take great care to 
develop working relationships with customers. To this end, our strength 
proved to be one of the main links ensuring that the flow of technical 
information and support was achieved, resulting in the customer now enjoying 
the benefits of the solutions to both problems. 
 
Case Study 3 
 
Aerospace 
 
High performance equipment requires a high performance coating solution. 
The leading UK aero engine designer and manufacturer required a coating to 
be applied to the internal surfaces of a range of components. Such 



components form part of the engine management system, carrying signals 
and commands throughout an electrical harness. 
 
Having had many years of experience of applying high performance PTFE 
coatings to a wide range of precision engineered parts, we were able to share 
this technology with our customer. Such technology sharing is covered by the 
required NDA by both parties. Technical working instructions were 
implemented and procedures approved to permit production to commence. 
The solution proved to be an improvement upon previous attempts by other 
applicators and in doing so, exceeded the required quality standard, whilst 
setting yet another technical milestone for PTFE Applied Coatings. 
 
Case Study 4 
 
Pharmaceutical 
 
Compliance with pharmaceutical regulations is paramount within this 
particular field of expertise. Therefore, when PTFE Applied Coatings were 
approached by one of the leading American soft gel capsule producers to 
provide a solution to a particular “sticky” problem, a solution was to be found 
with a Chemours ™ Teflon® product. The evaluation of the technical issues 
also noted that the process was related to large volume production, whereby 
processing plant was in operation seven days a week with full day shifts in 
operation. 
 
Upon the completion of trials held at the customer’s premises the applied 
coating secured its place within the process cycle of the product. However, 
this was not the end of the story. It was clear that from technical data received 
by the customer’s Far East division, greater success was being achieved at 
their other plants. PTFE Applied Coatings revisited the manufacturing process 
again and enhanced both our in-house coating process controls and the 
application methods. Such changes exceeded the performance of the 
customer’s Far Eastern division and set a new benchmark regarding 
production rates for the customer. 
 
Case Study 5 
 
Food Processing 
 
The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) is an agency within the U.S. 
Department of Health and Human Services that provides an industry standard 
for the wellbeing of consumers. It is within such constraints that PTFE Applied 
Coatings has worked for many years with a major UK equipment 
manufacturer of a range of confectionary. However, recent events within the 
science of confectionary have demanded a fresh approach to release 
coatings.  
 
With the new range of formulations of ingredients that now contribute to the 
edible products, that are obliged to comply with FDA regulations, the search 
was on to secure the best performing coating system to meet such 



challenges. The resources of Chemours™ aided the investigation and a 
suitable FDA compliant coating was trialed and found to achieve the required 
performance demanded by the customer. The customer has now migrated 
this particular coating system throughout the complete range of confectionary 
making equipment sold worldwide. 
 
Case Study 6 
 
Mechanical 
 
General mechanical engineering is very varied and some problems are not 
always obvious, particularly to design engineers. Such problems only become 
evident during the assembly operation. As was the case with a customer that 
had designed a mechanical handling system for sound equipment to be used 
at large venues. Having designed, manufactured and built the component 
parts, only to realize that the functionality of the equipment was being 
impeded by friction of the mating parts. 
 
Therefore a solution was required to enable the assembly to be free running 
and have the ability to be easily adjusted. Such adjustments were important 
for the fine-tuning of the sound system to maximize the design of the 
equipment and get the sound to where it should be. In this case a Xylan® 
coating was selected that made best use of the very low coefficient of friction 
of the coated material. 
 
Case Study 7 
 
Oil & Gas 
 
The environmental conditions within the field of Oil & Gas are very well 
known, some of the harshest conditions for equipment to be subjected to. 
However, when a customer approached PTFE Applied Coatings with a 
specific problem related to wear and corrosion, this looked like an uphill task. 
Listening to the customer’s engineers and with the support from the technical 
department within Chemours, a particular coating was identified to solve both 
issues.   
 
The customer was initially skeptical that a relatively thin coating could produce 
the benefits that were required. Trials were undertaken and very quickly it 
became apparent that the coating system selected, was indeed the answer to 
the particular problem. PTFE Applied Coatings continue to work with this 
particular customer on other projects, some of which will take some time to 
develop and demonstrate the capabilities of performance coatings.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


